
“Industrial Robotics”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction
Set Theory: Fuzzy And Crisp Sets
Propositional Calculus: Predicate Logic And Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Rule-Based Expert Systems: I

Topic : Introduction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy logic

 Understand the Fuzzy Set Theory

 Learn about the Fuzzy Degree of Truth

 Learn about the Applying fuzzy truth values

Definition/Overview:

Reasoning: Reasoning is the cognitive process of looking for reasons for beliefs, conclusions,

actions or feelings. Although reasoning was once thought to be a uniquely human capability,

other animals also engage in reasoning.

Variable: A variable is a symbol that stands for a value that may vary; the term usually occurs in

opposition to constant, which is a symbol for a non-varying value, i.e. completely fixed or fixed

in the context of use.
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Key Points:

1. Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is a form of multi-valued logic derived from fuzzy set theory to deal with reasoning

that is approximate rather than precise. Just as in fuzzy set theory the set membership values can

range (inclusively) between 0 and 1, in fuzzy logic the degree of truth of a statement can range

between 0 and 1 and is not constrained to the two truth values {true, false} as in classic predicate

logic. And when linguistic variables are used, these degrees may be managed by specific

functions, as discussed below. The term "fuzzy logic" emerged as a consequence of the

development of the theory of fuzzy sets by Lotfi Zadeh. A paper introducing the concept without

using the term was published by R.H. Wilkinson in 1963 and thus preceded fuzzy set theory.

Wilkinson was the first one to redefine and generalize the earlier multivalued logics in terms of

set theory. The main purpose of his paper, following his first proposals in his 1961 Electrical

Engineering master thesis, was to show how any mathematical function could be simulated using

hardwired analog electronic circuits. He did this by first creating various linear voltage ramps

which were then selected in a "logic block" using diodes and resistor circuits which implemented

the maximum and minimum Fuzzy Logic rules of the INCLUSIVE OR and the AND operations

respectively. He called his logic "analog logic".

2. Fuzzy Set Theory

Fuzzy set theory was first introduced in 1965 by Lotfi Zadeh at the University of California,

Berkeley and fuzzy logic was derived from it for use in applications. It has been applied to

diverse fields from control theory to artificial intelligence, yet still remains controversial among

most statisticians who prefer probabilistic logic and some control engineers who prefer

traditional two valued logic.

3. Fuzzy degrees of truth

Both fuzzy degrees of truth and probabilities range between 0 and 1 and hence may seem similar

at first. However, they are distinct conceptually; fuzzy truth represents membership in vaguely
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defined sets, not likelihood of some event or condition as in probability theory. For example, if a

100-ml glass contains 30 ml of water, then, for two fuzzy sets, Empty and Full, one might define

the glass as being 0.7 empty and 0.3 full. Note that the concept of emptiness would be subjective

and thus would depend on the observer or designer. Another designer might equally well design

a set membership function where the glass would be considered full for all values down to 50 ml.

A probabilistic setting would first define a scalar variable for the fullness of the glass, and

second, conditional distributions describing the probability that someone would call the glass full

given a specific fullness level. Note that the conditioning can be achieved by having a specific

observer that randomly selects the label for the glass, a distribution over deterministic observers,

or both. While fuzzy logic avoids talking about randomness in this context, this simplification at

the same time obscures what is exactly meant by the statement the 'glass is 0.3 full'.

4. Applying fuzzy truth values

A basic application might characterize subranges of a continuous variable. For instance, a

temperature measurement for anti-lock brakes might have several separate membership functions

defining particular temperature ranges needed to control the brakes properly. Each function maps

the same temperature value to a truth value in the 0 to 1 range. These truth values can then be

used to determine how the brakes should be controlled.

In this image, cold, warm, and hot are functions mapping a temperature scale. A point on that

scale has three "truth values", one for each of the three functions. The vertical line in the image

represents a particular temperature that the three arrows (truth values) gauge. Since the red arrow

points to zero, this temperature may be interpreted as "not hot". The orange arrow (pointing at

0.2) may describe it as "slightly warm" and the blue arrow (pointing at 0.8) "fairly cold".

5. Fuzzy linguistic variables

While variables in mathematics usually take numerical values, in fuzzy logic applications, the

non-numeric linguistic variables are often used to facilitate the expression of rules and facts.

A linguistic variable such as age may have a value such as young or its opposite defined as old.

However, the great utility of linguistic variables is that they can be modified via linguistic

operations on the primary terms. For instance, if young is associated with the value 0.7 then very
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young is automatically deduced as having the value 0.7 * 0.7 = 0.49. And not very young gets the

value (1 - 0.49), i.e. 0.51.

In this example, the operator very(X) was defined as X * X, however in general these operators

may be uniformly, but flexibly defined to fit the application, resulting in a great deal of power

for the expression of both rules and fuzzy facts.

Topic : Set Theory: Fuzzy And Crisp Sets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy sets

 Understand the Fuzzy numbers and intervals

Definition/Overview:

Fuzzy sets: Fuzzy sets are sets whose elements have degrees of membership.

Key Points:

1. Fuzzy sets

Fuzzy sets are sets whose elements have degrees of membership. Fuzzy sets have been

introduced by Lotfi A. Zadeh (1965) as an extension of the classical notion of set. In classical set

theory, the membership of elements in a set is assessed in binary terms according to a bivalent

condition an element either belongs or does not belong to the set. By contrast, fuzzy set theory

permits the gradual assessment of the membership of elements in a set; this is described with the

aid of a membership function valued in the real unit interval. Fuzzy sets generalize classical sets,
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since the indicator functions of classical sets are special cases of the membership functions of

fuzzy sets, if the latter only take values 0 or 1. A fuzzy set is a pair (A, m) where A is a set and

.

For each , m(x) is the grade of membership of x.

. If A = {x1,...,xn} the fuzzy set (A,m) can be

denoted {m(z1) / z1,...,m(zn) / zn}.

An element mapping to the value 0 means that the member is not included in the fuzzy set, 1

describes a fully included member. Values strictly between 0 and 1 characterize the fuzzy

members.

Sometimes, a more general definition is used, where membership functions take values in an

arbitrary fixed algebra or structure L; usually it is required that L be at least a poset or lattice. The

usual membership functions with values in 0, 1 are then called 0, 1-valued membership

functions. This generalization was first considered in 1967 by Joseph Goguen, who was a student

of Zadeh.

2. Fuzzy number

A fuzzy number is a convex, normalized fuzzy set whose membership function is at

least segmentally continuous and has the functional value μA (x) = 1 at precisely one element.

This can be likened to the funfair game "guess your weight," where someone guesses the

contestant's weight, with closer guesses being more correct, and where the guesser "wins" if he

or she guesses near enough to the contestant's weight, with the actual weight being completely

correct (mapping to 1 by the membership function).

3. Fuzzy interval

A fuzzy interval is an uncertain set with a mean interval whose elements possess the

membership function value μA(x) = 1. As in fuzzy numbers, the membership function must be

convex, normalized, and at least segmentally continuous.
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Topic : Propositional Calculus: Predicate Logic And Fuzzy Logic

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Predicate Logic

 Understand the Fuzzy logic

Definition/Overview:

Formal System: In formal logic, a formal system (also called a logical system, a logistic system,

a logical calculus, or simply a logic) consists of a formal language together with a deductive

system (also called a deductive apparatus) which consists of a set of inference rules and/or

axioms. A formal system is used to derive one expression from one or more other expressions

antecedently expressed in the system. These expressions are called axioms, in the case of those

previously supposed to be true, or theorems, in the case of those derived. A formal system may

be formulated and studied for its intrinsic properties, or it may be intended as a description (i.e. a

model) of external phenomena.

First-order logic (FOL): First-order logic (FOL) is a formal deductive system used in

mathematics, philosophy, linguistics, and computer science. It goes by many names, including:

first-order predicate calculus (FOPC), the lower predicate calculus, the language of first-order

logic or predicate logic.

Key Points:

1. Predicate Logic
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In mathematical logic, predicate logic is the generic term for symbolic formal systems like first-

order logic, second-order logic, many-sorted logic or infinitary logic. This formal system is

distinguished from other systems in that its formulas contain variables which can be quantified.

Two common quantifiers are the existential and universal quantifiers. The variables could be

elements in the universe, or perhaps relations or functions over the universe. For instance, an

existential quantifier over a function symbol would be interpreted as modifier "there is a

function". In informal usage, the term "predicate logic" occasionally refers to first-order logic.

Some authors consider the predicate calculus to be an axiomatized form of predicate logic, and

the predicate logic to be derived from an informal, more intuitive development. In classical

predicate logic, a simple proposition, P, is a linguistic statement contained with in a universe of

propositions which can be identified as being strictly true or strictly false. The veracity (truth) of

the proposition, P, can be assigned a binary truth value, called T (P), just as an element in a

universe is assigned a binary quantity to measure its membership in a particular set. For binary

(Boolean) predicate logic, T (P) is assigned a value of 1 (truth) or 0 (false). If U is the universe of

all propositions, then T is a mapping of these propositions to the binary quantities (0, 1), or T: U

{0, 1}.

2. Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is a form of multi-valued logic derived from fuzzy set theory to deal with reasoning

that is approximate rather than precise. In binary sets with binary logic, in contrast to fuzzy logic

named also crisp logic, the variables may have a membership value of only 0 or 1. Just as in

fuzzy set theory with fuzzy logic the set membership values can range (inclusively) between 0

and 1, in fuzzy logic the degree of truth of a statement can range between 0 and 1 and is not

constrained to the two truth values {true (1), false (0)} as in classic predicate logic. And when

linguistic variables are used, these degrees may be managed by specific functions, as discussed

below. The term "fuzzy logic" emerged as a consequence of the development of the theory of

fuzzy sets by Lotfi Zadeh. A paper introducing the concept without using the term was published

by R.H. Wilkinson in 1963 and thus preceded fuzzy set theory. Wilkinson was the first one to

redefine and generalize the earlier multivalued logics in terms of set theory. The main purpose of

his paper, following his first proposals in his 1961 Electrical Engineering master thesis, was to
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show how any mathematical function could be simulated using hardwired analog electronic

circuits. He did this by first creating various linear voltage ramps which were then selected in a

"logic block" using diodes and resistor circuits which implemented the maximum and minimum

Fuzzy Logic rules of the INCLUSIVE OR and the AND operations respectively. He called his

logic "analog logic". In 1965 Lotfi Zadeh axiomatized fuzzy set theory, thereby creating the set-

theoretical equivalent of the "analog logic" of Wilkinson (without recourse to electrical circuits),

not giving Wilkinson any credit. Fuzzy logic has been applied to diverse fields, from control

theory to artificial intelligence, yet still remains controversial among most statisticians, who

prefer Bayesian logic, and some control engineers, who prefer traditional two-valued logic.

3. Propositional fuzzy logics

The most important propositional fuzzy logics are:

 Basic propositional fuzzy logic BL is an axiomatization of logic where conjunction is defined by

a continuous t-norm, and implication is defined as the residuum of the t-norm. Its models

correspond to BL-algebras.

 Łukasiewicz fuzzy logic is a special case of basic fuzzy logic where conjunction is Łukasiewicz

t-norm. It has the axioms of basic logic plus an axiom of double negation (so it is not

intuitionistic logic), and its models correspond to MV-algebras.

 Gdel fuzzy logic is a special case of basic fuzzy logic where conjunction is Gdel t-norm. It has

the axioms of basic logic plus an axiom of idempotence of conjunction, and its models are called

G-algebras.

 Product fuzzy logic is a special case of basic fuzzy logic where conjunction is product t-norm. It

has the axioms of basic logic plus another axiom, and its models are called product algebras.

 Monoidal t-norm logic MTL is a generalization of basic fuzzy logic BL where conjunction is

realized by a left-continuous t-norm. Its models (MTL-algebras) are prelinear commutative

bounded integral residuated lattices.

 Rational Pavelka logic is a generalization of multi-valued logic. It is an extension of

Łukasziewicz fuzzy logic with additional constants.

All these logics encompass the traditional propositional logic (whose models correspond to

Boolean algebras).
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Topic : Fuzzy Rule-Based Expert Systems: I

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Logic

 Understand the Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems

 Learn about the Applications

Definition/Overview:

System: System is a set of interacting or interdependent entities, real or abstract, forming an

integrated whole. The topic defines fuzzy logic, the concept and meaning of the term.

Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic was initiated in 1965 by Lotfi A. Zadeh, professor in computer science at the

University of California in Berkeley. Since then Fuzzy logic has emerged as a powerful

technique for the controlling industrial processes, household and entertainment electronics,

diagnosis systems and other expert systems. Rapid growth of this technology has actually started

from Japan and then spread to the USA and Europe. Most applications of Fuzzy logic are in the

are of control. The motivation for fuzzy logic was expressed by Zadeh (1984) in the following

way: "The ability of the human mind to reason in fuzzy terms is actually of a great advantage.

Even though a tremendous amount of information is presented to the human senses in a given

situation an amount that would choke a typical computer somehow the human mind has the
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ability to discard most of this information and to concentrate only on the information that is task

relevant. This ability of the human mind to deal only with the information that is task relevant is

connected with its possibility to process fuzzy information. By concentrating only on the task-

relevant information, the amount of information the brain has to deal with is reduced to a

manageable level. Fuzzy logic is basically a multi-valued logic that allows intermediate values to

be defined between conventional evaluations like yes/no, true/false, black/white, etc. Notions

like rather warm or pretty cold can be formulated mathematically and algorithmically processed.

In this way an attempt is made to apply a more human-like way of thinking in the programming

of computers ("soft" computing). Fuzzy logic systems address the imprecision of the input and

output variables by defining fuzzy numbers and fuzzy sets that can be expressed in linguistic

variables (e.g. small, medium and large). Fuzzy rule-based approach to modelling is based on

verbally formulated rules overlapped throughout the parameter space. They use numerical

interpolation to handle complex non-linear relationships. Many of existing systems, like Fuzzle

and FuzzyCLIPS, need the rules to be formulated by an expert. Our aim was to construct a tool

that would generate such rules automatically.

2. Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems

Fuzzy rules are linguistic IF-THEN- constructions that have the general form "IF A THEN B"

where A and B are (collections of) propositions containing linguistic variables. A is called the

premise and B is the consequence of the rule. In effect, the use of linguistic variables and fuzzy

IF-THEN- rules exploits the tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty. In this respect, fuzzy

logic mimics the crucial ability of the human mind to summarize data and focus on decision-

relevant information. In a more explicit form, if there are I rules each with K premises in a

system, the ith rule has the following form.

In the above equation a represents the crisp inputs to the rule and A and B are linguistic

variables. The operator 1 can be AND or OR or XOR. Example: If a HIGH flood is expected and

the reservoir level is MEDIUM, then water release is HIGH. Several rules constitute a fuzzy

rule-based system. A Windows based fuzzy rule-based tool AFUZ was built in the framework of
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the MSc research of A.J. Abebe (he continues currently as a Ph.D. fellow). It allows modelling

an input output relationship (function of several variables) of any nature. Training of a set of

fuzzy rules is performed on the basis of a given set of "examples" of input output data. Being

trained, the resulting system allows for accurate reproduction of output variable, given values of

input variables.

3. Applications

FRBS methodology has been successfully applied to a problem of representing the spatial

precipitation pattern at rain gauge stations in Italy using rules generated from historical data. The

number of rules has been found to be the key parameter in overcoming problems of over-fitting

and generalization arising from uncertainties due to incomplete or non-representative data. For

this particular case study, the performance indices have shown its best performance compared to

two other possible methods of solution, a traditional normal ratio method and artificial neural

network (ANN) solution.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Fuzzy Rule-Based Expert Systems: Ii
Fuzzy Logic Software And Hardware
A Fuzzy Two-Axis Mirror Controller For Laser Beam Alignment
Introduction Of Fuzzy Sets In Manufacturing Planning

Topic : Fuzzy Rule-Based Expert Systems: Ii

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Types of Problems Solved By Expert Systems

 Understand the Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems

 Expert Systems Shells or Inference Engine
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Definition/Overview:

Fuzzy arithmetic: Fuzzy arithmetic plays an important role within the inference engine of the

rule-based expert system. The topic discusses the types of problems solved by expert systems.

Key Points:

1. Types of Problems Solved By Expert Systems

Expert systems are most valuable to organizations that have a high-level of know-how

experience and expertise that cannot be easily transferred to other members. They are designed

to carry the intelligence and information found in the intellect of experts and provide this

knowledge to other members of the organization for problem-solving purposes. Typically, the

problems to be solved are of the sort that would normally be tackled by a medical or other

professional. Real experts in the problem domain (which will typically be very narrow, for

instance "diagnosing skin conditions in human teenagers") are asked to provide "rules of thumb"

on how they evaluate the problems, either explicitly with the aid of experienced systems

developers, or sometimes implicitly, by getting such experts to evaluate test cases and using

computer programs to examine the test data and (in a strictly limited manner) derive rules from

that. Generally, expert systems are used for problems for which there is no single "correct"

solution which can be encoded in a conventional algorithm one would not write an expert system

to find shortest paths through graphs, or sort data, as there are simply easier ways to do these

tasks. Simple systems use simple true/false logic to evaluate data. More sophisticated systems

are capable of performing at least some evaluation, taking into account real-world uncertainties,

using such methods as fuzzy logic. Such sophistication is difficult to develop and still highly

imperfect.
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2. Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems

Fuzzy rule-based expert systems are used to solve classification problems automatically by

operating with fuzzy sets. All statements for logically describing systems (images) are

implemented as rules within a rule base. Fuzzy logic operates with fuzzy sets (previous section)

by fuzzy arithmetic within an expert system in order to interpret an observed diffraction stack

image. The expert who is designing the system and the user who is working with it describe

relevant reflectors of an image in discrete form. First of all, the determined input values are

fuzzified. Second, they are linked in the inference engine with the influence of the rule base. At

this stage, the logical conclusion is defuzzified. The geological units with their thicknesses and

locations are visible as a result in the dialogue module. In classical logic, statements are

formulated in sharp or crisp terms. A statement can either be true or false. Fuzzy logic instead

asks for more or less? Rather than yes or no?. Thus, fuzzy logical statements are softly

formulated, with membership values or truth values μ between yes and no within the closed

interval. If phenomena of reality are logically describable, fuzzy logic can be used to carry out

logical reasoning, e.g. to generate a fuzzy system for interpreting diffraction stack images. This

process is called approximated reasoning and was introduced by Zadeh and Zadeh. The core of

approximated reasoning is the generalized modus ponens. Modus ponens is a tautology, which is

a statement that is always true.

Fuzzy rules are linguistic IF-THEN- constructions that have the general form "IF A THEN B"

where A and B are (collections of) propositions containing linguistic variables. A is called the

premise and B is the consequence of the rule. In effect, the use of linguistic variables and fuzzy

IF-THEN- rules exploits the tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty. In this respect, fuzzy

logic mimics the crucial ability of the human mind to summarize data and focus on decision-

relevant information. In a more explicit form, if there are I rule each with K premises in a

system, the ith rule has the following form.

In the above equation a represents the crisp inputs to the rule and A and B are linguistic

variables. The operator 1 can be AND or OR or XOR. Example: If a HIGH flood is expected and
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the reservoir level is MEDIUM, then water release is HIGH. Several rules constitute a fuzzy

rule-based system. A Windows based fuzzy rule-based tool AFUZ was built in the framework of

the MSc research of A.J. Abebe (he continues currently as a Ph.D. fellow). It allows modelling

an input output relationship (function of several variables) of any nature. Training of a set of

fuzzy rules is performed on the basis of a given set of "examples" of input output data. Being

trained, the resulting system allows for accurate reproduction of output variable, given values of

input variables.

3. Expert Systems Shells or Inference Engine

Shell is a complete development environment for building and maintaining knowledge-based

applications. It provides a step-by-step methodology for knowledge engineer that allows the

domain experts themselves to be directly involved in structuring and encoding the knowledge.

Use of shells reduces development time up to 50%. Many commercial shells are available.

Topic : Fuzzy Logic Software And Hardware

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Logic Software

 Understand the Hardware

Definition/Overview:

Hardware: Hardware is a general term that refers to the physical artifacts of a technology. It

may also mean the physical components of a computer system, in the form of computer

hardware.
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Software: Computer software, or just software is a general term used to describe a collection of

computer programs, procedures and documentation that perform some tasks on a computer

system.

Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Logic Software

Fuzzy logic can be successfully applied to address decision problems or to control complex non

linear systems, or to model a process subjective to relative criteria / constraints. This is achieved

because fuzzy models use the high level of abstraction known as approximate reasoning to

encode and manage knowledge. A fuzzy set encodes the degree to which objects and events have

features associated with that set. The calculus of fuzzy rules provides a systematic and

mathematically rigorous way of handling systems that deal with imprecise, ambiguous and vague

input-output relationships. One of the main features that differentiate fuzzy logic from traditional

logical systems, is that it provides a method for representing the meaning of both non-fuzzy and

fuzzy predicate-modifiers exemplified by "not", "very", "more or less", "a little" and so on. This,

in turn, leads to a system for computing with variables whose values are words or sentences in a

natural or synthetic language. Therefore it becomes clear that if all input/output variables from

the problem domain are expressed and governed by fuzzy sets theory concepts, then an

appropriate inference system will ensure an accurate output result from the vague inputs.

Fuzzy logic (FL) control can play an important role in software applications because knowledge

based design rules can easily be implemented in systems with unknown structure, and it is going

to be a conventional control method since the control design strategy is simple and practical and

is based on linguistic information. Computational complexity is not a limitation any more

because the computing power of computers has been significantly improved even for high speed

industrial applications. This makes FL control an important alternative method to the

conventional PID control method for use in nonlinear industrial systems. This paper presents a
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practical implementation of the FL control to an electrical drive system. Such drive systems used

in industry are composed of masses moving under the action of position and velocity dependent

forces. These forces exhibit nonlinear behaviour. For a multi-mass drive system, the

nonlinearities, like Coulomb friction and dead zone, significantly influence the operation of the

systems.

Design and implementation of a software control system require use of efficient techniques that

provide simple and practical solutions in order to fulfill the performance requirements in the face

of the disturbances and uncertainties in the system. The design method should enable full

flexibility in the modification of the control surface to obtain significant improvements. Software

control techniques with a long history of successful industrial applications are valid for small

ranges of operation for different models. Modern industrial units require increased flexibility,

and this results in nonlinear behaviour of partly unknown systems.

2. Hardware

In recent years, FL hardware has become an important approach in designing controllers because

of its simplicity, ease of design and ease of implementation using commercially available

programming tools. The control of knowledge based systems using linguistic variables that do

not have precise values is of concern, and this allows the use of traditional human heuristic and

experience in designing the systems. Many industrial applications using fuzzy hardware

technology have been developed for a furnace temperature control problem, a wind energy

problem, power system stability, biological processes, a jet engine fuel system, flatness control

of hot strip mill, electro-hydraulic fin actuator, traffic junction signals and robot control. Fuzzy

methods also play important roles in the field of fault detection and fault diagnosis. Fuzzy set

theory has also been successfully applied to solve many engineering problems in industry. More

and more industrial applications and commercial products of FL control are appearing every

year, and typical applications already in use are process control, automobiles, battery chargers,

subway systems, motorway tunnel air conditioning, washing machines and many more.
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Topic : A Fuzzy Two-Axis Mirror Controller For Laser Beam Alignment

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Logic Control

 Understand the Fuzzy Logic Control and Laser Tracking System

 Learn about the Problem Formulation

 Learn about the Hardware

 Understand the Software

Definition/Overview:

Laser: A laser is a device that emits light (electromagnetic radiation) through a process called

stimulated emission. The term laser is an acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission

of radiation. Laser light is usually spatially coherent, which means that the light either is emitted

in a narrow, low-divergence beam, or can be converted into one with the help of optical

components such as lenses.

Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Logic Control

Fuzzy logic was used to control a two-axis mirror gimbal for aligning a laser beam using a

quadrant detector. A PC based controller was configured with a simple rule set to control and

stabilize the device. A comparison between a non-fuzzy proportional controller and the fuzzy

controller was made. Experiments were performed to study the tracking characteristics and the

effect of rule pruning on the fuzzy controller response. The use of fuzzy logic is rapidly

becoming a popular method of solving problems that require a human-type response. Fuzzy logic

uses sets of linguistic variables to solve problems where information is imprecise or a
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mathematical model of the system is difficult to obtain. Fuzzy logic has many applications such

as pattern recognition, clustering, data fitting, diagnostics, and the most prevalent being control.

In the case of control, many systems are very nonlinear in nature and obtaining models of these

systems are not only difficult but can be impossible. Many systems are described by a linear

model that approximates its behavior over a small region. For such systems, the model only

works well in this small region. Outside this region, the systems behavior can become

unpredictable or unstable. By using of fuzzy logic, one can easily realize such nonlinear systems

without the requirement of a model.

2. Fuzzy Logic Control and Laser Tracking System

In a laser tracking system (LTS) the control objective is for a laser beam to track a retro-

reflecting moving target through adjustment of joint angles and velocities of a two-degrees-of-

freedom (DOF) tracking gimbal on which tracking mirrors are mounted. This is done based on

two types of feedback signals: distance reading, obtained by a laser interferometer and off-center

distance error of the returning laser beam, as measured by a four-quadrant photodetector. The

LTS control system should effectively overcome noise disturbances originating from the system

itself as well as the environment, and coupling effects existing in the tracking system. A

complete LTS consists of laser interferometer transducer subsystem, opto-electronic beam

steering subsystem, gimbals driving subsystem and the digital control subsystem. As high-

tracking accuracy and high-tracking speed are both vital for LTS operation, a design of a high-

performance controller is critical. This brief shows that fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) can

outperform classic proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers in such applications.

Disturbances and nonlinearities existing in the LTS developed at the Florida Atlantic University

(FAU) Robotics Center are discussed and analyzed, and an experimental-based design and

implementation of a mixed-mode FLC to suppress such coupling effects and nonlinearities,

which cannot be handled by PID controllers, are studied. The advantages of utilizing a phase-

shifted FLC to improve the control performance for a system with a relatively long time delays is

confirmed by simulation and experimental results.
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3. Problem Formulation

Communication systems are desired that use line-of-sight transmitting and receiving. This is

especially true for submarine communication. A submarine requires the ability to communicate

with other platforms but still remain "invisible." A major requirement for such a system is the

ability to maintain a communication link between platforms given a variety of disturbances such

as movement, bumps, atmospheric or hydrospheric perturbations, and obstructions.

4. Hardware

For feedback information, a quadrant detector was set up to sense the error in the position of the

beam from the desired position. The center of the detector is where the beam center is desired. A

quadrant detector is simply four photosensitive semiconductor elements that produce voltages

proportional to the amount of photon flux incident on each one of them. A centered beam spot

will have one quarter of its light on each quadrant and the potentials will be equal. As the beam

moves off-center, the proportions of the light on each quadrant change, causing their potentials to

change. The differences in the potentials are used to determine the direction and magnitude of

error in the beam spot's position. Error in the horizontal and vertical directions can be separated

by some electronics to reduce the problem into 2 one-dimensional ones. Given the size and price

of commercially available quadrant detectors, a decision was made to build one using solar cells.

This resulted in a detector with a 16 square cm area and cost fewer than 10 dollars. Beam

steering was achieved with a mirror mounted on a movable gimbal with horizontal and vertical

degrees of freedom. Positioning was accomplished by 2 dc motors mounted on the mirror. A

complication with using dc motors is that they have a nonlinear speed as a function of armature

voltage. The main problem lies in the dead band region where the motor requires a minimum

voltage to begin moving. Any voltage below this turn-on voltage will not drive the motor.

5. Software

Designing the required software to perform fuzzy inference can be a very involving task but

fortunately there are a few packages that have been written to do this. One of these packages,

Togai InfraLogic Fuzzy C, was used to write the primary code that performed the fuzzy
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arithmetic. This software is programmed in a language developed by the manufacturer that

allows the user to easily construct a subroutine containing membership functions and a rule base.

The resulting code is compiled into C by a special compiler. The compiled subroutine performs

all the required fuzzy operations, including defuzzification, and produces a crisp output. A driver

program was written to communicate with the A/D and D/A converters and the fuzzy subroutine.

It also was used to acquire data from experiments.

Topic : Introduction Of Fuzzy Sets In Manufacturing Planning

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Sets in Manufacturing Planning

 Understand the Effect of the Additional Workstation on Production Rate

Definition/Overview:

Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP II): It is defined by APICS as a method for the

effective planning of all resources of a manufacturing company. Ideally, it addresses operational

planning in units, financial planning in dollars, and has a simulation capability to answer "what-

if" questions and extension of closed-loop MRP. This is not exclusively a software function, but

a marriage of people skills, dedication to data base accuracy, and computer resources. It is a total

company management concept for using human resources more productively.
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Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Sets in Manufacturing Planning

The goal of fuzzification is to demonstrate a methodology that can enhance decision credibility

in the area of manufacturing management. In the following sentences, modification of a

production assembly line is investigated. The model would be non-traditional by relying not only

on probabilistic methods but also by introducing fuzzy measures into the decision space, that

based on an objective function, orders the outcomes according to their desirability. In such

manner, decisions can be based on long-term interests by incorporating factors other than those

motivated simply by short term and often potentially misleading economical aspects. Such

procedure would be particularly effective for international trade, in a new manufacturing world

where complexities may arise from, for example, environmental considerations in a way that

they can eventually jeopardize the whole venture or investment. Let us assume that a major U.S.

car manufacturer is planning to set up an assembly line for one of its models in a foreign country.

The product design division has recommended addition of one workstation to the present line in

order to make adjustment to the colder and more humid climatic condition in that country, by

attachment of a specific anti-corrosion protective shield to the roof and side panels. Such

modification is costly, and prior to making the decision the management is interested in knowing

how such change will impact the production, what are the risks involved and how will such

adjustment pay off within a period of 10 years.

The knowledge elicitation technique seems to have a deterministic effect on how fuzzification

shapes the decision. However the fuzziness is introduced in the model when decision making

under conditions of uncertainty modeled by probability theory cannot be responsive in all

aspects. Therefore at such point, fuzziness is entered based on fuzzy information as an attempt to

deal with vagueness resulting from imprecise determination of preferences, constraints and even

goals. The factor of vagueness could be larger in the case of lack of direct access to the

information (in our case, for example, the cultural and historical background of the consumers in

the foreign country should ideally be accommodated in the fuzzy data, to more effectively cope

with uncertainties). In this study a two-fold approach is employed. The first one concerned with

the effect of one additional workstation on production rate, uses the available knowledge on the
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outcome space and probability distribution related to the performance of each assembly

workstation and thus relies on probability measures. The second one links the decision to the

fuzzy set theory in order to respond to the conditions of uncertainty where there is no knowledge

on the probabilities of the outcomes. To address the uncertainties, one instead has to rely on a

range of fuzzy measures in areas like, for example, selecting the most appropriate choice of

machine to enter the assembly line while meeting all the requirements, set to conform to a long

term strategy.

2. Effect of the Additional Workstation on Production Rate

Like automated flow lines, an automated assembly line consists of several machines or

workstations which are linked together by work-handling devices that transport partially

assembled parts between stations. The transfer of work parts occurs automatically and the

workstations carry out their specialized functions by adding or joining a component in some

fashion to an existing assembly. The process steps are performed sequentially as the part moves

from one station to the next. The existing assembly consists of a base part plus the components

assembled to it at previous stations. When the feed mechanism and the assembly workhead

attempt to join a component that is not consistently oriented or is not uniform in size and shape,

the station can jam. It can result in shutdown of the entire line until the fault is corrected. The

more the number of stations the higher will be the risk of shutdown. Defects occur with a certain

fraction defective rate q. Thus in operation of an assembly line, q can be considered as the

probability that the next component is defective. Such components being fed into the

workstations might or might not cause the station to jam. The complexity of a decision-making

process usually arises from the informational uncertainty within the determinants that cannot be

handled by probabilistic methods. A decision may not be responsive in every aspect until it takes

into account all the pertinent information that in different ways intersect it, especially in cases

where a long-term strategy is to be adopted. Application of the concept of fuzzy set theory will

give the tool to cope with imprecision or generalities, mathematically through the membership

functions. By means of departure from binary logic, the decision maker will be able to

incorporate in the decision all the sensitive issues that otherwise will deteriorate the quality of

the decision in a matter of time.
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In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
A Comparison Of Crisp And Fuzzy Logic Methods For Screening Enhanced Oil
Recovery Techniques
A Fuzzy Logic Rule-Based System For Personnel Detection
Using Fuzzy Logic To Automatically Configure A Digital Filter
Simulation Of Traffic Flow And Control Using Fuzzy And Conventional Methods

Topic : A Comparison Of Crisp And Fuzzy Logic Methods For Screening Enhanced Oil
Recovery Techniques

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Enhanced Oil Recovery

 Understand the EOR Screening Problem

Definition/Overview:

Enhanced Oil Recovery (abbreviated EOR) is a generic term for techniques for increasing the

amount of oil that can be extracted from an oil field. Using EOR, 30-60 %, or more, of the

reservoir's original oil can be extracted compared with 20-40% using primary and secondary

recovery. Enhanced oil recovery is also called improved oil recovery or tertiary recovery (as

opposed to primary and secondary recovery).
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Key Points:

1. Enhanced Oil Recovery

Reasons for studying enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques are summarized in a 1986 paper

by Stosur. When his paper was published, only 27% of all the oil discovered in the United States

had been produced. Under current economic conditions, only about 6% more will be produced

using existing technology. The remaining 67% is a target for EOR. Currently, about 6% of our

daily oil production comes from EOR. Even in these times of reduced concern of an energy

crisis, these numbers indicate that the study of EOR processes can be rewarding because of the

potentially high payoffs. Because, in general, EOR processes are expensive, it is necessary for

engineers to pick the best recovery method for the reservoir in question to optimize profits or to

make any profits at all. The screening methods are expensive and typically involve many steps,

one of which is to consult the technical screening guide. Screening guides consist of tables or

charts that list the rules of thumb for picking a proper EOR technique as a function of reservoir

and crude oil properties. Once a candidate EOR techniques is determined, further laboratory flow

studies are often required. Data obtained from these studies are then used to demonstrate the

viability of the selected technique. Throughout the screening process, economic evaluations are

carried out.

2. The EOR Screening Problem

For this study, EOR is defined as any technique that increases production beyond water flooding

or gas recycling. This usually involves the injection of an EOR fluid. Both of the expert systems

discussed here are rule based and both rely mainly on the work of Taber and Martin and Goodlet

et al. for their rules. EOR techniques can be divided into four general categories: thermal, gas

injection, chemical flooding, and microbial. Thermal techniques are then subdivided into in situ

combustion and steam flooding, which require reservoirs with fairly high permeability. Steam

flooding has, traditionally, been the most used EOR method. It was previously applied only to

relatively shallow reservoirs containing viscous oils. In this application, screening criteria are

changing because the improved equipment allows economic operations on deeper formations.

New studies show that, in addition to their effect on viscosity and density, steam temperatures

also affect other reservoir rock and fluid properties. Thus, reservoirs previously not considered as
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candidates for steam flooding are being reevaluated. The expert system format is a good one to

use here because we can easily change the program as the knowledge of a technology changes.

Gas injection techniques, however, are at the opposite extreme from steam flooding. They are

divided into hydrocarbon, nitrogen and flue gas, and carbon dioxide. These techniques tend to

work best in deep reservoirs containing light oils. Chemical flooding techniques are divided into

polymer, surfactant/polymer, and alkaline recovery techniques. Microbial techniques are new,

and primarily experimental, at this time. The microbial category is not subdivided.

3. Expert Systems and Fuzzy Logic

Most texts on artificial intelligence and expert systems point out that almost all real expert

systems have to deal with some kind of uncertainty. In building the first (crisp) expert system,

considerable effort was expended examining the literature and working with raw data to reduce

the uncertainty. If, for example, an EOR method gets a "Good" rating for an EOR criterion, that

rating is assumed with 100% confidence, to be worth 10 points. Considerable effort went into

defining the boundaries of the various ratings within each EOR criteria. For the crisp expert

system, each rating block is considered to be a crisp set, that is, either the EOR method gets a

particular rating or it doesn't. For instance, if the API gravity of the oil is greater than 40, the

hydrocarbon miscible method gets a "Preferred" rating. If the gravity is not greater than 40, the

method gets some other rating. This works fine as long as the gravity is not near the boundary (in

this case 40). But if it is, then some uncertainty arises. For example, what if the gravity is 27,

right about the boundary between "Good" and "Poor" for the hydrocarbon miscible method?

Should the score be 0 for "Poor" or 10 for "Good"? The crisp expert system makes a decision

and assigns a membership, to either "Poor" or "Good" for the hydrocarbon miscible gravity, and

the score for the hydrocarbon miscible method is incremented appropriately.

The fuzzy expert system reduces the uncertainty caused by set boundaries by replacing the crisp

sets with fuzzy sets. Fuzzy logic is conventional logic, or inference rules, that is applied to fuzzy

sets rather than crisp sets. Fuzzy sets are represented by membership functions. Unlike the crisp

sets, the value for an EOR criterion for an EOR method can have membership in more than one

set.
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Topic : A Fuzzy Logic Rule-Based System For Personnel Detection

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Detection Schemes

 Understand the Fuzzy Logic Primer

 Learn about the Sensor

 Learn about the Conflict Resolution

Definition/Overview:

System: System is a set of interacting or interdependent entities, real or abstract, forming an

integrated whole.

Climate: Climate encompasses the temperatures, humidity, rainfall, atmospheric particle count

and numerous other meteorological factors in a given region over long periods of time, as

opposed to the term weather, which refers to current activity. The climate of a location is

affected by its latitude, terrain, altitude, persistent ice or snow cover, as well as nearby oceans

and their currents.
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Key Points:

1. Detection Schemes

An approach which is based on fuzzy logic for a personnel detection system in a special facility

is proposed. The system is composed of an array of various electrical sensors which are used to

detect if a human being is present in a particular area. In this chapter, a fuzzy rule-based system

is compared with a crisp rule-based system for a hypothetical model system. With the

implementation of fuzzy logic, a system that is difficult to implement in traditional techniques

becomes more feasible. Detection schemes to identify whether or not a person is in a specific

location are currently available. These schemes include so-called "electric eyes," infrared

detectors, sonar transmitters, a host of other transducers, and even human operators monitoring a

remote area with cameras. None of these schemes is particularly efficient, most are prone to

error, and even the system utilizing operators relies on an alert, attentive operator. An efficient

detection system would open doors to a vast expanse of new products. Trains and buses would

only make stops at locations where passengers are detected. Security systems could monitor

areas to verify that there are no intruders present. Climate control in a room or office would

depend on whether the space was occupied. Hotels could install detectors in rooms, and in the

event of a fire, the hotel management would know which rooms contained guests at the time of

the fire, allowing a speedy and organized rescue. One can envision many disaster situations, such

as an earthquake, where the knowledge of a persons location is crucial information. Clearly, the

development of a personnel detection system would benefit mankind.

2. Fuzzy Logic Primer

Fuzzy logic is a mathematical tool that allows modern digital computers to model systems that

are imprecisely defined. This technology allows the computer to make a decision from vague or

imprecise data since it does not require the precise specifications required by traditional

computing techniques. A fuzzy logic based system reduces the inaccuracy that occurs at crisp or

traditional set boundaries by substituting fuzzy sets. A set consists of a collection of elements.

Crisp sets have membership requirements that restrict the value of the set element to either a zero

or a one. The boundaries of the crisp set are clearly defined. One corresponds to complete

membership in the crisp set and zero corresponds to null membership in the set. On the other
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hand, in a fuzzy set, a set element can be a member of the set with a partial degree of

membership between zero and one. There is a gradual transition from membership to

nonmembership in a fuzzy set and not the sharply defined boundaries as in the crisp set. The

grade of membership in the fuzzy set is expressed by a membership function, the most

commonly used function being a triangular shape. Linguistic variables or "labels" may be used to

represent a fuzzy set. For example, variables such as "hot," "cold," and "warm" could represent

different fuzzy sets for temperature. Modifiers such as "very," "almost" or "mostly" may be

added to form fuzzy subsets such as "very hot" or "mostly warm."

3. Sensor

A sensor is an electrical transducer, a device capable of translating input energy of one form into

an output energy of another form. In most cases, the output of the transducer is a electrical signal

which is then used by some other device which provides information or control functions.

Sensors provide precise or crisp data. A wide variety of transducers are available and the

selection depends upon the application. Some possible sensors that could be employed to detect a

human presence include:

 Motion Sensors

 Audio Sensors

 Metal Detectors

 Optical Sensors

 Infrared Detectors

4. Conflict Resolution

A conflict is defined as a situation where the state of the system cannot be determined. In the

case of the crisp system, this might occur when two sensors are providing contradictory

information. This is possible in the crisp system because the sensors operate independently from

one another and conflicting solutions can exist. For example, for the system proposed in this

chapter, the optical sensors may have detected a person in the room, but the IR sensor has not

detected a heat energy level that is high enough to cause the controller to act. In order to remedy
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this situation several schemes may be employed. A coincidence scheme may be used to resolve

the problem of conflicting information from sensors in the crisp case. The basic idea is to use an

odd number of sensory inputs, so that a tie situation can be resolved. A simple example might

employ three sensors and operate such that before the controller will act on an error signal > 0,

two of the three (2/3 logic) sensors must be in agreement. This scheme has the obvious

disadvantage of requiring more sensors. The fuzzy rule-based personnel detection system has

several distinct advantages over a similarly configured crisp rule-based system. Fuzzy controllers

work in a way a human might when controlling a system by taking into account several factors

simultaneously and applying common sense. Only unambiguous phenomena can be investigated

properly through the application of crisp logic principles. In the fuzzy system, conflict situations

are easily resolved, whereas in the crisp system, conflict can cause the system to hang-up and not

provide an output. The fact that a variable is a member of contradictory sets is unacceptable in

most conventional forms of logic, but is an important feature of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic can

handle processes that must weigh multiple inputs or have conflicting constraints.

Topic : Using Fuzzy Logic To Automatically Configure A Digital Filter

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Logic Based Self-Tuning Filter

 Understand the Theory of Operation

 Learn about the Simulation

Definition/Overview:

Digital filter: In electronics, a digital filter is any electronic filter that works by performing

digital mathematical operations on an intermediate form of a signal. This is in contrast to older
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analog filters which work entirely in the analog realm and must rely on physical networks of

electronic components (such as resistors, capacitors, transistors, etc.) to achieve the desired

filtering effect. Digital filters can achieve virtually any filtering effect that can be expressed as a

mathematical function or algorithm. The two primary limitations of digital filters are their speed

(the filter can't operate any faster than the computer at the heart of the filter), and their cost.

However as the cost of integrated circuits has continued to drop over time, digital filters have

become increasingly commonplace and are now an essential element of many everyday objects

such as radios, cellphones, and stereo receivers.

Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Logic Based Self-Tuning Filter

A fuzzy logic based self-tuning filter is simulated and implemented using the DSP 56001 digital

signal processor IC and an IBM PC. The fuzzy logic tuner uses a hierarchy of fuzzy rules to

decide on the upper and lower edges of the filter. These edges are then used to design a

Butterworth band pass filter. The coefficients of the transfer function of the Butterworth filter are

passed on to the DSP 56001 chip for implementation of the filter. A common problem in signal

processing is the extraction of a desired signal from extraneous noise or interference. This

problem is relatively easy to handle when the spectral characteristics of the signal and noise are

known beforehand. However, it becomes more difficult when either or both of these parameters

is unknown. Methods exist for automatically configuring filters to extract the signal from the

noise, such as adaptive filtering, in which the filter modifies its own parameters so as to

minimize some error function.

2. Theory of Operation

When an expert looks at a frequency spectrum of a given noisy signal and needs to determine

which band of frequencies are 'good' and which are noise, he/she refers to his/her past experience

with signals and decides on where the 'good' signal is located in the frequency spectrum. The
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approach in fuzzy logic is to formulate what goes through that expert's mind into a set of rules.

These rules in combination with the membership functions of its variables construct our

knowledge-based fuzzy-logic expert analyzer. If one can draw a complete model of the expert's

brain activity using a sequence of fuzzy interrelated rules, then hypothetically, one will be able to

replace the expert with its electronic counterpart.

3. Simulation

The simulation of the fuzzy-logic bandpass self-tuning Butterworth filter has three steps. The

first step is to generate an input signal which contains a band-limited signal of interest corrupted

by white Gaussian noise. The second step is to feed this noisy signal into the fuzzy band-edge

estimation algorithm. The third step uses the fuzzily estimated edge frequencies to generate a

bandpass Butterworth filter suitable for removing the noise. A block diagram of the simulation

software is shown in Figure 1.

Topic : Simulation Of Traffic Flow And Control Using Fuzzy And Conventional Methods

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Control of Traffic Environments

 Understand the Traffic Control Methods

 Learn about the Simulation

Definition/Overview:

Fuzzy Controller: A fuzzy logic controller was designed for a typical cross intersection traffic

environment.
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Key Points:

1. Control of Traffic Environments

Fuzzy logic can be used as an alternative method for the control of traffic environments. A traffic

environment includes the lanes to and from an intersection, the intersection, vehicle traffic, and

signal lights in the intersection. To test the fuzzy logic controller a computer simulation was

constructed to model a traffic environment. A typical cross intersection was chosen for the traffic

environment and the performance of the fuzzy logic controller was compared with the

performance of two different types of conventional control. The fuzzy logic controller proved to

be a better method of control than conventional control methods especially in the case of highly

uneven traffic flow between the different directions.

2. Traffic Control Methods

There are two types of conventional control. One type of control uses a preset cycle time to

change lights. The other type of control combines preset cycle times with proximity sensors

which can activate a change in the cycle time or the lights. In the case of a less traveled street

which may not need a regular cycle of green lights, a proximity sensor will activate a change in

the light when cars are present. This type of control depends on having some prior knowledge of

traffic flow patterns in the intersection so that signal cycle times and placement of proximity

sensors may be customized for the intersection. Fuzzy logic control is an alternative to

conventional control which can control a wider array of traffic patterns at an intersection. A

fuzzy-controlled signal light uses sensors that count cars instead of proximity sensors which only

indicate the presence of cars. This provides the controller with traffic densities in the lanes and

allows a better assessment of changing traffic patterns. As traffic distributions fluctuate, the

fuzzy controller can change the signal light accordingly.
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3. Simulation

The computer simulation was written in the C++ computer programming language using object-

oriented programming techniques. Object-oriented programming allows the simulation to be

built in a modular fashion making it both expandable and easily maintainable. Thus, new features

are easily added to the simulation and current features can be modified with little impact on the

rest of the program. The graphics portion of the simulation was written using the X Window

System as described by Nye (1988, 1991) and Young (1989), specifically the Xt Intrinsics library

and the Athena (Xaw) and Hewlett-Packard (Xw) widget libraries, collectively called the X

Toolkit. The use of the X Toolkit provides a set of widgets which can be combined together to

create the simulation. A widget is a graphical object such as a button or a slider. Their use allows

the low-level graphical details to be ignored.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
A Fuzzy Geometric Pattern Recognition Method With Learning Capability
Fuzzy Control Of Robotic Manipulator
Use Of Fuzzy Logic Control In Electrical Power Generation

Topic : A Fuzzy Geometric Pattern Recognition Method With Learning Capability

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Geometric Pattern Recognition

 Understand the Recognition Procedure

 Learn about the Genetic Algorithm
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Definition/Overview:

Error: The word error has different meanings and usages relative to how it is conceptually

applied.

Key Points:

1. Geometric Pattern Recognition

This study describes a method of geometric pattern recognition that incorporates elements of

fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. The recognition process is implemented using fuzzy measure

to determine pattern characteristic class membership and a genetic algorithm to adaptively

establish classification parameters. There were two overall objectives in the development of this

procedure. First, we wish to show that by using a fuzzy measure it is possible to construct a

recognition process that requires a relatively small amount of pattern information. Second, we

wish to establish a proof-of-concept link between a fuzzy classification scheme and a learning

procedure based on genetic algorithms. To achieve this objective, pattern recognition was

restricted to four simple geometric shapes (circle, square, rectangle, and rhombus) and only three

pattern grid measurements were chosen to be made (pattern centroid, maximum polar

coordinates, and centroid axis intercept points). The actual recognition process consists of

classifying any given input pattern into one of the four fuzzy pattern sets. Pattern classification is

based on a linear combination of fuzzy characteristic measures. During a training cycle, known

patterns are read from data files and the linear parameters are continuously generated and

evaluated until a desired performance level is obtained.

2. Recognition Procedure

Input to the recognition algorithm consists of a 100 by 100 binary grid. So as to keep software

development within the scope of our main objectives, we assume that each input pattern is one of

the four figures under consideration, all pattern lines are connected, and the figure is correctly
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oriented within the grid (that is, the pattern has not been rotated). A typical pattern is shown in

Figure 1.

3. The Genetic Algorithm

As we know, the function recognition system is complete upon the specification of the linear

constants Ai in the pattern membership grade function. It is clear that these coefficients should

be chosen such that they tend to maximize the number of correct identifications for a given set of

test patterns. Due to the number of parameters and the variability of pattern conditions, a

deterministic approach to coefficient selection is not readily apparent. We therefore consider a

nondeterministic optimization process known as the genetic algorithm. The central theme in any

optimization process is to search or compute extremal points over some given domain. Genetic

algorithms were developed by Holland at the University of Michigan and are defined as search

algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. One of the most

important goals in researching genetic algorithms is the ability to design artificial systems

software that retains the important mechanisms of natural systems thus leading to optimization

processes that are generally more robust in dealing with information which is vast and less

certain. This point suggests that the genetic algorithm is well suited for use with fuzzy logic

systems.

Due to the fact that this recognition system was only recently made operational, initial results are

still under analysis and hence, any conclusions drawn at this time are largely speculative. From

the initial results we can however derive further procedures to both test and improve system

performance. The results of the current form of the system do however show considerable

progress toward our original goals. Indeed, the system has demonstrated the fact that fuzzy sets

can be used in pattern recognition to classify shapes using relatively simple and sparse pattern

information. Furthermore, the fact that the initial configuration of the system has achieved above

a 90 percent correct identification rate for a training cycle containing over eighty test pattems

indicates that an effective and efficient recognition system can result from a merger of fuzzy

logic and genetic algorithms.
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Topic : Fuzzy Control Of Robotic Manipulator

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Robot

 Understand the Unconventional Robots

 Molecubes in Motion

Definition/Overview:

Robot: The word robot can refer to both physical robots and virtual software agents, but the

latter are usually referred to as bots to differentiate.

Key Points:

1. Robot

A robot is a reprogrammable multifunctional mechanical manipulator designed to move

materials, parts, tools, or special devices through planned trajectories for the performance of a

variety of tasks. It is a computer controlled manipulator consisting of several relatively rigid

links connected in series by revolute, spherical, or translational joints. One of these links is

typically attached to a supporting base while another link has an end that is free and equipped

with a tool known as the end-effector for manipulating objects or performing assembly tasks.

Mechanically, the robot is composed of an arm, wrist subassembly and a tool. It is designed to

reach a workpiece located within some distance or workspace determined by the maximum and

minimum elongations of the arm.
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The dynamic equations of the robot are a set of highly nonlinear coupled differential equations

containing a varying inertia term, a centrifugal and Coriolis term, a frictional term, and a gravity

term. Movement of the end-effector in a particular trajectory at a particular velocity requires a

complex set of torque functions to be applied by the joint actuators of the robot. The exact form

of the required functions of actuator torque depend on the spatial and temporal attributes of the

path taken by the end-effector as well as the mass properties of the links and payload, friction in

the joints, etc.

2. Unconventional Robots

Much of the research in robotics focuses not on specific industrial tasks, but on investigations

into new types of robot, alternative ways to think about or design robots, and new ways to

manufacture them. It is expected that these new types of robot will be able to solve real world

problems when they are finally realized.

A computer generated rendering of two Fullerene Nano-gears

 Nanorobots: Nanorobotics is the still largely hypothetical technology of creating machines or

robots at or close to the scale of a nanometer (10-9 meters). Also known as nanobots or nanites,

they would be constructed from molecular machines. So far, researchers have mostly produced

only parts of these complex systems, such as bearings, sensors, and Synthetic molecular motors,

but functioning robots have also been made such as the entrants to the Nanobot Robocup contest.

Researchers also hope to be able to create entire robots as small as viruses or bacteria, which

could perform tasks on a tiny scale. Possible applications include micro surgery (on the level of

individual cells), utility fog, manufacturing, weaponry and cleaning. Some people have

suggested that if there were nanobots which could reproduce, the earth would turn into "grey

goo", while others argue that this hypothetical outcome is nonsense.

 Soft Robots: Most man-made machines are made from hard, stiff materials, especially metal and

plastic. This is in contrast to most natural organisms, which are mostly soft tissues. Researchers

at Tufts University recently developed robots with silicone bodies and flexible actuators (air
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muscles, electroactive polymers, ferrofluids). The control software emphasizes soft behaviors

using fuzzy logic and neural networks.

Soft-bodied robots can look, feel, and behave differently from traditional hard robots, enabling

new applications. Some of these robots are currently exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art

(MoMa) in New York City.

3. Molecubes in Motion

 Reconfigurable Robots: A few researchers have investigated the possibility of creating robots

which can alter their physical form to suit a particular task, like the fictional T-1000. Real robots

are nowhere near that sophisticated however, and mostly consist of a small number of cube

shaped units, which can move relative to their neighbours, for example SuperBot. Algorithms

have been designed in case any such robots become a reality.

A swarm of robots from the Open-source micro-robotic project

 Swarm robots: Inspired by colonies of insects such as ants and bees, researchers hope to create

very large swarms (thousands) of tiny robots which together perform a useful task, such as

finding something hidden, cleaning, or spying. Each robot would be quite simple, but the

emergent behaviour of the swarm would be more complex. The whole set of robots can be

considered as one single distributed system, in the same way an ant colony can be considered a

superorganism. They would exhibit swarm intelligence. The largest swarms so far created

include the iRobot swarm, and the Open-source micro-robotic project swarm, which are being

used to research collective behaviors. Swarms are also more resistant to failure. Whereas one

large robot may fail and ruin the whole mission, the swarm can continue even if several robots

fail. This makes them attractive for space exploration missions, where failure can be extremely

costly.

 Evolutionary Robots: is a methodology that uses evolutionary computation to help design robots,

especially the body form, or motion and behaviour controllers. In a similar way to natural

evolution, a large population of robots is allowed to compete in some way, or their ability to
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perform a task is measured using a fitness function. Those that perform worst are removed from

the population, and replaced by a new set, which have new behaviors based on those of the

winners. Over time the population improves, and eventually a satisfactory robot may appear.

This happens without any direct programming of the robots by the researchers. Researchers use

this method both to create better robots, and to explore the nature of evolution. Because the

process often requires many generations of robots to be simulated, this technique may be run

entirely or mostly in simulation, then tested on real robots once the evolved algorithms are good

enough.

 Virtual Reality: Robotics also has application in the design of virtual reality interfaces.

Specialized robots are in widespread use in the haptic research community. These robots, called

"haptic interfaces" allow touch-enabled user interaction with real and virtual environments.

Robotic forces allow simulating the mechanical properties of "virtual" objects, which users can

experience through their sense of touch.

Topic : Use Of Fuzzy Logic Control In Electrical Power Generation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Dynamics of Power Systems

 Understand the System Set-Up

 Learn about the Experiment

Definition/Overview:

Electricity Generation: Electricity generation is the process of converting non-electrical energy

to electricity. For electric utilities, it is the first process in the delivery of electricity to

consumers. The other processes, electric power transmission and electricity distribution, are

normally carried out by the electrical power industry. Electricity is most often generated at a
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power station by electromechanical generators, primarily driven by heat engines fueled by

chemical combustion or nuclear fission but also by other means such as the kinetic energy of

flowing water and wind. There are many other technologies that can be and are used to generate

electricity such as solar photovoltaics.

Key Points:

1. Dynamics of Power Systems

Currently, improvements in the dynamics of power systems are made with a help of lead-lag,

robust, or self-tuning power system stabilizers (PSS). The lead-lag PSS is the most widely

employed in power systems because of its simplicity. In this case, a fixed gain controller is

designed and adjusted to certain operating conditions. Since the operating point of a power

system changes as a result of continuous load changes or parameter drift, robust and self-tuning

PSS can be implemented. Performance of the adaptive PSS is much better than fixed parameter

PSS, but the cost is significantly increased because of employment of powerful computers,

which are necessary to achieve real-time model identification. In the last few years, several

papers, proposed the idea for the use of fuzzy logic in power systems. From those, and can be

closely related toward the simplification of design and application of robust and self-tuning PSS.

In this case, fuzzy logic gives the ability to design an "adaptive" PSS without the knowledge of

the system model. "Adaptive," in this case, means that the stabilizer is immune to the changes in

the operating point but, at the same time, expensive equipment is not necessary because real-time

model identification is not performed.

2. System Set-Up

The system consists of the following units:

 DC-motor, (prime mover)

 AC-generator, (synchronous machine)

 Fuzzy logic controller
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 Control circuits and measurement circuits

3. Fuzzy Knowledge Base

To be able to form a knowledge base the input and output signals had to be given a working

range. It was decided that the voltage could fluctuate in a range between 110Vrms and 130Vrms,

and the frequency in a range between 55 Hz and 65 Hz. These ranges were then divided into sets,

and each set was given membership functions. The next step was to form a knowledge base. But

before that was possible, measurement of the input/output behavior of the system was needed.

From these measurements the fuzzy rules were created.

4. Experiment

To test the system, a load unit was connected to the output of the generator. This load unit is a

box of parallel connected resistors, and each resistor is activated by a switch. Figure 1 shows the

load unit diagram.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Fuzzy Logic Control Of Resin Curing
Fuzzy Logic Control In Flight Control Systems
Tuning Of Fuzzy Logic Controllers By Parameter Estimation Method

Topic : Fuzzy Logic Control Of Resin Curing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Plastics

 Understand the Processing
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 Learn about the Technical Approach

 Understand the Control Simulation

Definition/Overview:

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to learn

is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to follow learning

curves.

Key Points:

1. Plastics

Plastics of various types are found in almost all major products of the 20th Century. From ball

point pens to jet aircraft engines, plastic is replacing metal parts for cost reductions and weight

reductions. However, complex parts such as those found in the aircraft industry do not

necessarily have a manufacturing cost reduction with the implementation of some plastic resin

systems. On the contrary, a need for an exotic resin system's material characteristics can require

a parts designer to pay a premium for a plastic part. This paper addresses the problem of cost

effective manufacturing of plastic resin parts by utilizing a fuzzy logic controller.

Experimentation is done with off-line control simulations.

2. Processing

For general plastic manufacturing, process variables such as temperature and pressure are

correlated to a time scale that makes up what manufacturing engineers call the process window.

This process window is linked to the resins' viscosity during a process cycle. Normally, pressure

is applied when the resin is just starting to harden.
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3. Technical Approach

Employ a dielectric sensor and impedance analyzer to sense a resin system's degree of chemical

reaction. Most resin systems are fairly high in free ions that can be sensed by the dielectric

sensor. As heat is applied and the resin starts to cross-link, the free ions are used up in chemical

reactions or immobilized. Therefore, by monitoring ionic resonance, a reproducible point of

pressure can be found that is dependent on the chemical stage of the resin instead of time and

temperature profile alone. A fuzzy logic algorithm will be used to monitor temperature, time and

the capacitive loss factor in order to provide a crisp output point for pressure control.

4. Control Simulation

Once the data is stored from the process sensors it has to be manipulated into a form useful to the

fuzzy logic simulator. A MicroMet supplied post process file translator puts the process data into

an "ASCII" file. The ASCII file is then imported to a spreadsheet for the following manipulation.

 Extraneous data is deleted

 The slope for log e" is calculated for both frequencies using linear regression over 5 points

 Logical operator is used to provide a slope flag

 All values are reduced to an integer with an appropriate bias

 Supercalc four requires that a word processor be used to search and replace all commas with a

space for a final data file that can be read by the fuzzy control system.

Topic : Fuzzy Logic Control In Flight Control Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Technology and Fuzzy Control

 Understand the Fuzzy Logic Control in Flight Control Systems
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Definition/Overview:

Aircraft flight control systems: Aircraft flight control systems consist of flight control surfaces,

the respective cockpit controls, connecting linkages, and the necessary operating mechanisms to

control an aircraft's direction in flight. Aircraft engine controls are also considered as flight

controls as they change speed. The fundamentals of aircraft controls are explained in flight

dynamics. This article centers on the operating mechanisms of the flight controls.

Technology: Technology is a broad concept that deals with an animal species' usage and

knowledge of tools and crafts, and how it affects an animal species' ability to control and adapt

to its environment.

Key Points:

1. Technology and Fuzzy Control

Aircraft pilots make decisions based on an enormous amount of information, but automatic flight

control systems have limited amounts of information and time in which to make the same

decisions. Yet, pilots expect flight control systems to perform up to the same standards as human

pilots. Presently, flight control systems using classical control theory are unable to meet those

high standards in some modes of operation. Classical control theory has inherent limitations

which can not be overcome. Therefore, a totally different technique may be needed for a

complete flight control solution. A promising solution to the flight control problem is fuzzy logic

control. Fuzzy logic control uses information in the same manner as human experts, and fuzzy

logic control does not require the complex mathematics associated with classical control theory.

Unfortunately, the limitations and significance of fuzzy logic control are not widely understood.

This research explores the practical limitations and significance of fuzzy logic control as applied
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to flight control systems. The study describes the design, implementation, and testing of a fuzzy

logic controller for Very-high-frequency Omni-directional Range (VOR) navigation in an

automatic flight system for a transport aircraft. The design and implementation of the controller

was successful, but the performance of the controller was not as robust as expected. The lack of

robustness was due in part to the fact that the controller required more input information than

was originally envisioned. Fuzzy logic control did improve the readability of the software, and it

enhanced the autopilot's decision-making ability. In the future, fuzzy logic control could

dramatically change the autopilot industry.

2. Fuzzy Logic Control in Flight Control Systems

Honeywell's Defense Avionics Systems Division in Albuquerque, NM builds flight control

systems, also known as autopilots, for a wide variety of aircraft. Honeywell uses classical control

techniques for most systems, including a recent application for a large transport aircraft. This

most recent autopilot system was extensively flight tested last summer with generally good

results. One mode of operation which did not meet the performance criteria of the pilots was

VOR navigation. Honeywell is currently working on a classical control theory solution to the

VOR control problem, but due to the inherent limitations of classical control theory and the

demands of the pilots, a more contemporary solution may be needed. Fuzzy logic control is a

promising technique, and recent developments may make it a viable solution. Unfortunately, the

limitations and significance of fuzzy logic control are not widely understood. This paper will

explore the practical limitations and implications of fuzzy logic control as applied to flight

control systems and will entail design decisions, fuzzy logic control implementations, and

performance evaluations.

Due to the unique environment in which autopilots have to perform, some background

information will be presented here to help the reader understand some of the design and

implementation decisions which went into the fuzzy logic controller. VOR navigation is based

on a fixed ground station which sends two radio signals. The phase difference between the

signals determines an angle or radial to the VOR station. Research shows how the phase angle
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changes for the different radials around the station. The receiver on the aircraft determines the

phase difference between the received signals, and compares it to a reference phase difference

determined from the Course Select knob in the cockpit. The disparity between the reference

phase difference and the received phase difference is annunciated on a display in the cockpit The

VOR signal's phase difference represents an angle, and it has no relationship to actual distance

from the desired radial. A phase difference of 1 degree at 50 miles from the VOR station has 50

times more error than the same phase difference at 1 mile from the VOR station. Since the VOR

signal can't differentiate distances, a separate signal is used to measure the distance from the

VOR station. This signal is a basic radar system which is referred to as the Distance Measuring

Equipment (DME). Military airplanes have the ability to use Tactical Aviation Navigation

(TACAN). TACAN is equivalent to a VOR station which is always coupled to DME signals

(VOR/DME). In this report, VOR will refer to VOR, VOR/DME and TACAN stations.

Topic : Tuning Of Fuzzy Logic Controllers By Parameter Estimation Method

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Fuzzy Logic Controllers

 Understand the FLC Tuning

 Learn about the Fuzzy Control

Definition/Overview:

Fuzzy Control System: A fuzzy control system is a control system based on fuzzy logic - a

mathematical system that analyzes analog input values in terms of logical variables that take on

continuous values between 0 and 1, in contrast to classical or digital logic, which operates on

discrete values of either 0 and 1 (true and false).
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Key Points:

1. Fuzzy Logic Controllers

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) require fine tuning to match the rules to the membership functions

or vice-versa. For the class of FLCs that mimic human process operators, the rule-membership

function mismatch arises from the lack of information on the specifications of the membership

functions. The rules that are incorporated into the FLC knowledge base are broad generalizations

of the operators' control strategy. While the rules are readily available from the operator, the

specifications of the membership functions are harder to define. For the class of FLCs that are

used to control a process in which the control actions are not known a-priori, the rules and

membership functions are derived using heuristics or based on the dynamics of the process that

are obtained using simulation models. In this class of FLCs, and the one mentioned earlier,

overlaps between variables fuzzy subsets, the slopes, and the functions used in defining the

membership values all tend to dilute the generality of the rules and introduce specifics to the

FLC.

FLCs are characterized both by their structures and types. Basically, the structure is identified by

the fuzzification and the defuzzification methods used. Some fuzzification and defuzzification

schemes that are commonly used have been elaborated elsewhere. The types of FLCs are

classified by the way in which they are used. Following Zadeh, FLCs that mimic human process

operators are called Type-1. The other type of FLCs, which we will call Type-2, are those that

perform control tasks that are not normally performed by human process operators. Study

highlight the difference between these two types of FLCs. Notice that in Type-2 FLCs the

desired controller output is not known whereas in Type-1 FLCs the controller output is known,

that is that of human process operators. Thus, the purpose of tuning in the former is to let the

controller adjust its outputs such that the plant response approaches the desired values. In Type-1

FLCs, on the other hand, the purpose of tuning is to make the controller outputs follow human

operators control actions.
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Fuzzy logic is widely used in machine control. The term itself inspires a certain skepticism,

sounding equivalent to "half-baked logic" or "bogus logic", but the "fuzzy" part does not refer to

a lack of rigour in the method, rather to the fact that the logic involved can deal with fuzzy

concepts - concepts that cannot be expressed as "true" or "false" but rather as "partially true".

Although genetic algorithms and neural networks can perform just as well as fuzzy logic in many

cases (in fact, certain neural networks can be shown to be mathematically equivalent to certain

fuzzy logic systems), fuzzy logic has the advantage that the solution to the problem can be cast in

terms that human operators can understand, so that their experience can be used in the design of

the controller. This makes it easier to mechanize tasks that are already successfully performed by

humans.

2. FLC Tuning

FLCs can be tuned by modifying the rules, the membership functions, or both rules and

membership functions. Rule modifications, however, may give rise to rules that are not

consistent with those that are used by the operator. Consequently, maintenance, troubleshooting,

or modifications of the FLCs at a later date may become time consuming and troublesome.

3. Fuzzy Control in Detail

Fuzzy controllers are very simple conceptually. They consist of an input stage, a processing

stage, and an output stage. The input stage maps sensor or other inputs, such as switches,

thumbwheels, and so on, to the appropriate membership functions and truth values. The

processing stage invokes each appropriate rule and generates a result for each, then combines the

results of the rules. Finally, the output stage converts the combined result back into a specific

control output value. The most common shape of membership functions is triangular, although

trapezoidal and bell curves are also used, but the shape is generally less important than the

number of curves and their placement. From three to seven curves are generally appropriate to

cover the required range of an input value, or the "universe of discourse" in fuzzy jargon. The

processing stage is based on a collection of logic rules in the form of IF-THEN statements,
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where the IF part is called the "antecedent" and the THEN part is called the "consequent".

Typical fuzzy control systems have dozens of rules.
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